
TEMPLATE FOR COLLECTION OF BEST PRACTICES

Code of the good practices
Country Progressive number Value chain code
GR 2 D, C

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This template is a tool developed within the project Express: EXchange of Practices for Refugees and
migrants' Self-entrepreneurship, an Erasmus + project, under Key Actions 2/Exchange of best practice. The
aim of the project is to empower young migrants and refugees, creating and/or strengthening - where
existing - supporting services for the development of self-enterprises by this target population.

The practices collected within the project will be shared with practitioners/organisations working with young
refugees and migrants and will constitute the content of a Learning, Teaching and Training Activity to be
delivered to partner organisations.

Practice collected by Academy of Entrepreneurship

STEP REPRESENTED IN THE VALUE CHAIN FOR SELF-ENTREPRENEURSHIP

(please select 1 or more field in which the practice can be considered as representative. It is important to
select the prior field, but others can be selected as secondary)

A. Competence assessment of young migrants/refugees

B. Training on self-entrepreneurship

C. Mentoring scheme

D. Informative campaign

E. Networking activities

F. Support to access financing/social financing

G. Other: (specify) __________________________________________



GENERAL “TECHNICAL” INFORMATION

TITLE: Entrepreneurship Counselling- workshop series

COUNTRY: Greece

TYPE OF INITIATIVE: Service, series of workshops

ACTORS: Generation 2.0 for Rights, Equality & Diversity

BUDGET: -

FINANCING SOURCE: International Rescue Committee

DURATION: About 3 hours per workshop + ongoing counselling

DATE /YEAR: December 2018- February 2020

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE: Local/regional

SDG COVERED: 8. Decent work and economic growth

SOURCE:
https://g2red.org/el/developing-collaboratively-our-business-idea-an-interactive-worksho
p/
https://g2red.org/el/career-counselling/

MOTIVATION/SELECTION

CRITERIA:

The workshops are oriented to refugees, migrants and asylum seekers in Greece, with
interpreters to assist participants and gives them guidance to develop their business idea
in Greece. Moreover, it could be considered as a good practice since it was a service totally
tailor-made to the needs and interests to each beneficiary as it included one on one
counselling sessions with the possibility to extend until the interested person would be
ready to launch a business. Plus, mediation to a specific organisation for funding was also
included for those beneficiaries who met the requirements and were at the point of
seeking capital.

https://g2red.org/el/developing-collaboratively-our-business-idea-an-interactive-workshop/
https://g2red.org/el/developing-collaboratively-our-business-idea-an-interactive-workshop/
https://g2red.org/el/career-counselling/


“CONTENT” INFORMATION

ADDRESSED NEEDS (VALUE/MAIN

GOAL):

To meet the needs of people interested in entrepreneurship in terms of
information provision of setting up a business in Greece, the legal framework,
the market/sector but also assistance on a self-assessment of the interested
person according to the requirements of a business launch.

TARGET

POPULATION/BENEFICIARY:
Refugees, migrants, asylum seekers

LOCAL CONTEXT:
Difficult economic environment for businesses, lack of job opportunities for
refugees and migrants, difficult administration to navigate

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE

PRACTICE/MODEL:

Generation 2.0 for Rights, Equality & Diversity has organized 2
Entrepreneurship Workshops in 2019 for refugees, migrants and asylum seekers
with a duration of about 3 hours.

The workshops had an informative and educational character to help
participants recognize important elements of a business model and guide them
for legal issues, funding and other practical matters.

The action started with the introductory workshop "How to grow a business
idea" by Yannis Vikas, economist and researcher (PhD, MBA). In addition to the
general information about setting up a business in Greece, beneficiaries had
access to personalized Entrepreneurship Counseling sessions throughout the
year so that their business idea could be further developed.

The second workshop on Entrepreneurship was entitled "Collaboratively
Developing Our Business Idea - An Interactive Lab" and focused on a more
experiential and collaborative approach to developing a business idea.
Participants worked together on specific business ideas - the ideas can be
either real or based on a scenario. Elaborating on every idea and discussing key
concepts such as value propositions, who are the customers etc., help to
understand important elements of entrepreneurship in practice and to act
collaboratively.

For the most structured business ideas, there is the opportunity of individual
counselling sessions and participants can be referred to The People's Trust.

The organizing team give also guidance for participants who want to learn
about the legal framework for setting up a business, by informing them about
the relevant bodies’ procedures. In addition, they offer info about free lessons
of non-formal education, offered by NGOs in Athens.

The workshops are carried out in English, with available interpretation in Greek,
French, Arabic and Farsi.

MONITORING PROCESS: Qualitative M&E for sessions, quantitative M&E for group sessions/workshops



IMPACT &RESULTS:

7 beneficiaries went through entrepreneurship counselling session and
received information but also made a self-assessment and evaluation of
their business idea. Thirty-two individuals attended in total the two
introductory workshops on Entrepreneurship.

SUSTAINABILITY/VIABILITY

After the completion of the 2 introductory workshop, in Feb 2020 it was
decided that a new activity with focus on social entrepreneurship will be
launched the following months.

SUCCESS FACTORS: Ensuring funding, step-by -step coaching

NETWORKS/ACTORS SUPPORTING

THE PRACTICE:
-

ASSOCIATED RISKS:

Difficulties faced by target population to start their own business due to
financial, legal or lack of general resources,
However, for those who were in such situation, it was discussed how this would
be possible in the future, as well as, they received consulting on the necessary
steps until their business idea could be implemented.

Working methodology: Desktop research, written communication with an employee from
Generation 2.0 for Rights, Equality & Diversity

Notes for collectors:
1. Please, catalogue your practice in the file name as follows: Country acronym _ letter of the value chain

represented _ nr. of the practice _ name of the practice. (e.g. SE_A_1_aaaa). This will support in the
reporting phase.

2. Please indicate the working methodology used to collect the practice (e.g. interviews, web research,
direct compiling of selected organisation, etc.)


